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Rockestra: Saturday Night Retro Fever

Tosachat Eclectic

Fort Canning Park

Richard Koh Fine Art Bangkok

October 29, 2022

October 8 – 29, 2022
Tosachat Eclectic, by Natee Utarit, was developed from Utarit’s
previous Déjà vu series on woodblock. These woodblock prints
are related to the Lord Buddha, Buddhism and the Western
World. Tosachat can be defined as the name given from the
scriptures in Buddhism. Those scriptures are mainly depictions
of the story of Lord Buddha, whom once was still a “Bodhisattva”
for 10 incarnations
before becoming fully
“Enlightened” and
lastly succeeding as the
“Lord Buddha”. With
this mixed concept,
this series of artwork
can be seen in a more
contemporary context. A
newer image with a blend
of diversity and chaos.
All those images come
from different sources,
which passed through
the process of being
reproduced, added info,
and modified from its
original picture.
www.rkfineart.com

The MassKara Festival
Japan Creative Centre
Bacolod City, the Philippines

Aki Wa Yuugure
(In Autumn, The
Evening)

NParks Concert Series in the Park:
Rockestra® is coming back! Head down
to Fort Canning Park dressed to the nines
to celebrate the good ol’ times. Themed

“Saturday Night Retro Fever”, Rockestra® will
take you on a sonic journey to the past, with
hits from the 70s to the 90s! Jam along with
local power bands – Jack & Rai, Jive Talkin’,
SuperSonic and a special performance by the
Music & Drama Company! Suhaimi Yusof, local
acting and comedy legend, will host Rockestra.
Mouth-watering food and refreshing drinks
(Halal options available) will be on sale during
the concert.
facebook.com/nparksbuzz.

Leaf & Lore

Chelsea Gallery

Mulan Gallery

October 13 to November 12, 2022

21 October – 19 November 2022

Ando has achieved critical acclaim for her
visceral paintings and large-scale installations
that articulate transient, intangible aspects of
the natural world. For this exhibition, the New
York artist presents two new series of paintings
on metal, which centre on fugitive imagery
of clouds in the twilight hours. Tasogare
(Twilight) is rooted in the Japanese concept
mono-no-aware, “the pathos of things,” a
bittersweet sentiment often linked to nature
and the passing of time. The Yuugure (Evening)
paintings were inspired by a quote from the
10th century Japanese court lady Sei Shonagon
who equates, in The Pillow Book, each season
with a moment in the day connecting evening
with autumn, one of the most ephemeral
seasons.
W: sundaramtagore.com

Mulan Gallery presents Leaf & Lore, a solo
exhibition featuring a series of charcoal,
pencil and acrylic works by Singapore artist
Henry Lee. Leaf & Lore explores the myths
and stories that revolve around specific
tree species, including world trees, while
highlighting their struggles to survive the
myriad encroachments of modern society.
These emblematic renderings and arboreal
remnants in charcoal serve as poignant
reflections, reminders of the costs and
sacrifices borne by the natural environment
in the name of human progress and
highlight the importance and urgency of
finding ways to harmonise with nature.
W: mulangallery.com.sg

Ongoing to October 23, 2022
This annual festival, which is
similar to Brazil’s Rio Carnival,
is one of the largest in the
Philippines. More than 200,000
people are expected for an annual
event that hasn’t been held the
past two years. The mask-making
industry in Bacolod City originally
made masks just to be sold to
tourists and generate income. The
colourful masks were initially a

signature souvenir of the province
and to get the attention of foreign
visitors. The MassKara Festival
has street dance competitions,
concerts, fashion shows, fun runs,
talent nights, a pageant, garden
shows, drum competitions, and
more. MassKara means ‘multiple
faces’ in Spanish.
philippines.travel/events/
masskara-festival

Rhythm of the river
Soc Trang, Vietnam
November 8 & 9, 2022
The Ghe Ngo Boat Race is the highlight of the moon festival, Ok om
Bok, a traditional moon festival that also signifies the end of the Khmer
year. During the event, 30 groups of men and 10 groups of women
race traditional Khmer boats called ghe ngo – a boat that is 30m in
length and 1.5m wide – to the sounds of drums, trumpets, cheers and
applause from the audience along both sides of Maspero River. The
biggest race is usually in Soc Trang province in the south, a center for
Khmer culture in Vietnam.
www.asianjourneys.com.sg | December/January 2022 AsianJourneys
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Flamenco Sir Frontears

Flower Field Hall, Gardens by the Bay
October 23, 2022

Join Flamenco Sin Frontears
for a highly expressive,
Spanish dance form at
the Gardens this October.
Intimately encounter the
beauty and vibrance of
flamenco passion through
dance and music. Flamenco
Sin Fronteras showcases the
heart and soul of flamenco,
serenading you with soulful
singing and guitar while
dancers combine beauty and
grace with fiery footwork.
W: gardensbythebay.com.sg

Putrajaya Bird Race
Putrajaya, Malaysia

The 17th Busan Fireworks Festival

November 19 & 20, 2022

Gwangalli Beach, Busan

After a two-year hiatus due to Covid, bird lovers are excited
as they anticipate the return of the Putrajaya Bird Race 2022.
Held at the Putrajaya Wetlands, an area that is home to over
2,000 water birds with
a total of 203 bird
species, the event is
open to both children
and adults. There will be
exciting activities such
as the main bird race,
photography sessions,
bird exhibitions,
mimicry contest, craft
products and even a
bird colouring contest
for kids!
birdwatching.asia/
putrajaya-birdrace-2022/

The Busan International
Fireworks Festival will be
lighting up the night sky
over Gwangalli Beach,
Busan when South
Korea celebrates the
seventeenth anniversary
of this event. This
international event has
been attracting more and more foreign visitors and now is one of the
iconic festivals of Busan. The festival presents a variety of programmes,
such as magnificent fireworks that you can see only in Busan, media
facade harmonized with Gwangandaegyo Bridge lightings, multimedia
shows combining spectacular fireworks, lightings, music and storytelling
technique, and international fireworks teams. Gwangalli Beach is not the
only place to enjoy the Fireworks Festival. Spectacular fireworks can be
seen from Dongbaek-seom and Igi-dae.
W: bfo.or.kr

November 5, 2022

